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CMB: Blackbody spectrum (𝑇 ≈ 2.7 𝐾) with temperature fluctuations (𝛿𝑇/𝑇~ 10−5)
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ds2=−dt2+a2(t)[dr2+r2dΩ2
2]

• Observations supports the ΛCDM model (modulo some tensions)

• Our “simple” universe: the model is based on a flat FLRW metric,

• Inflation is often evoked to solve certain puzzles.
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• We still don’t know the physics of dark energy and dark matter -> 
we need theoretical developments.

• What is usually done: construct EFTs that give the correct 
phenomenology and hope for an embedding into a fundamental 
theory.

• UV theories motivate us to look for alternatives to the cosmological 
constant.
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dS conjecture
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• Controlled examples of flux compactification support the 
following constraint on effective potentials: 

• This is can also be derived assuming the “distance conjecture” 
and the covariant entropy bound.

or
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Quintessence + axion dark matter
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• In 2004.10025, Brandenberger&Froehlich considered the 
following dark-sector model:

• We can tune the parameters to reproduce cosmological 
evolution: for 𝜇 = 104𝑒𝑉,𝑚𝜃 ≈ 10−21𝑒𝑉



• In the BF model, the DE domination era is modelled by the slow-roll 
solution of the quintessence potential, while the DM phase is 
described by oscillations of the axion field.

• We get a phenomenological model describing the cosmological 
evolution.

• What is the origin of those fields? How can we justify the potential 
used theoretically?
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We need to derive cosmological models from a fundamental 

theory to answer such questions
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Some theoretical challenges:

1. Find a potential with the correct parametric form for both fields 
(quintessence+axion)

2. How to obtain the DE scale from some fundamental scale?

3. How to get a potential which is flat enough to admit accelerated 
solutions?
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Basics of heterotic strings
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• At low-energies, the action describing the massless bosonic fields 
of the theory is

• This is a 10d action, we need to dimensionally reduce.
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Compactification ansatz:
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At energies much smaller than the compactification scale, we find

where



• For more general compactifications, the 4D theory can be quite 
more involved.

• In the heterotic case, its complexity is fixed by the internal space: 
CY compactification, special-Hermitean, non-Kaehler manifolds.

• From a phenomenological perspective, since we also want to 
describe particle physics, we shall assume a N=1 supergravity + 
chiral and vector multiplets.
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• Focusing on the chiral multiplet sector, the action is fixed by two 

functions:  𝐾 𝐴𝐼 , ҧ𝐴𝐼 , 𝑊(𝐴𝐼)
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• For the compactification ansatz shown before, 



• In string literature, there is a trend to find stabilization mechanisms 
for all moduli fields.

• We will consider the full time-evolution of the “universal” moduli 
fields instead.

• The goal is to let the theory tell us which class of cosmological 
solutions one might get (and then compare with the data).
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• Typical string effects generate a potential for the dilaton, axion and 
the size field:  

where
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Origin of this potential: don’t forget the fermions! 
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where A ∼ 𝐶𝐻𝑚𝑠
3, 𝑎0 = 8𝜋2/𝐶𝐻



Comments on the potential: 

• It has a minimum at 𝜙 = 𝜙0 and 𝑎 = 0 such that 𝑉ȁ𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0
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• The size moduli 𝜎 is left unstabilized and without potential



How to obtain the quintessence field?
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The axio-dilaton minimum breaks susy -> corrections to the 
potential are needed.

Have they been fully explored? 

M. Cicoli, S. de Alwis and A. Westphal, 2013



• Supersymmetric vacua are such that 〈𝐷𝐼𝑊〉 = 0. For the previous 
potential, 〈𝐷𝑆𝑊〉 = 0 but 𝐷𝑇𝑊 ≠ 0: susy breaking minimum.
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Affleck, Dine and Seinberg, 1983;

Dine, Rohm, Seinberg and Witten, 1985.

• Quantum corrections are given in terms of the mass matrix:



• To leading order, we need the supertrace of the mass matrix 
squared.
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• Due to the Kaehler geometry of the moduli space, we have



• The leading correction to the potential is of the quintessential form:
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• Recall that A ∼ 𝐶𝐻𝑚𝑠
3, 𝑎0 = 8𝜋2/𝐶𝐻. Moreover, the value of 𝜙0

depends on 𝑊0.



Theoretical challenges:

1. Find a potential with the correct parametric form for both fields 
(quintessence+axion) 

2. How to obtain the DE scale from some fundamental scale?

3. How to get a potential which is flat enough to admit accelerated 
solutions?
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• If 
𝜎

𝑚𝑝𝑙
≲ 1, we need 𝑎0𝑆0 = 𝑎0𝑒

−𝜙0 ∼ 102 to reproduce the Dark 

Energy scale.

• If 𝐶𝐻 = 5, we get 𝑎0 ∼ 10 and 𝑆0 ∼ 10 -> this gives a realistic value 
for  𝑔𝑌𝑀

2 = 1/𝑆0 close to the GUT scale!
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• Now that the parameters are fixed to reproduce DE, the mass of the 
axion                        
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is predicted to be 𝑚𝜃 ∼ 10−23𝑒𝑉.



• Unfortunately, isotropic compactifications gives 𝑤 > −
1

3

• If only one direction in the internal space is dynamical, we get 𝑐 = 1

and 𝑤 = −
2

3
, which corresponds to acceleration but not close to a 

cosmological constant.
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Conclusions/Outlook
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• I have described a possible model for the Dark Sector constructed in heterotic 
strings from fluxes, gaugino condensation and loop effects.

• The dark-sector fields are the size moduli of the internal space and the 
universal axion

• The parameter choice that “fits” the DE scale fixes the axion to be ultralight

• Unfortunately, the only accelerated solutions are far from 𝑤 ≈ −1.



Conclusions/Outlook
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• Controlled susy breaking mechanism?

• There are attempts to construct quintessence models from type IIB strings

• The parameter choice that “fits” the DE scale fixes the axion to be ultralight

• Unfortunately, the only accelerated solutions are far from 𝑤 ≈ −1.



Conclusions
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• I have described a possible model for the Dark Sector 
constructed in heterotic strings from fluxes, gaugino
condensation and loop effects.

• The dark-sector fields are the size moduli of the internal space 
and the universal axion

• The parameter choice that “fits” the DE scale fixes the axion to 
be ultralight

That’s the 

dream!



Thank you for your attention!
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Disclaimer
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